
Looking for an epic adventure? Look no further!
We've got a walking tour for every level of

toughness, whether you're a beginner or a pro.
Our trails will take you through jaw-dropping

countryside and coastal paths, revealing
hidden gems like waterfalls, hot springs, and

ancient volcano craters. Prepare to be amazed
by the diversity of the local fauna and flora.

But wait, there's more! Our walking tours are
more than just a scenic stroll. We believe in

immersing ourselves in the local culture and
learning from the locals. You'll get to try their
customs and devour their mouth-watering

cuisine in non-touristy restaurants. This is the
real deal!
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Unveil the natural beauty of São Miguel
Island's north coast on a full day circular trek

that begins near the sacred São Pedro
church. As you traverse the winding dirt path

towards the ocean, a plethora of scenic
vistas unfurl before you, each more

breathtaking than the last. Behold the
ancient ruins of Felix's watermill, the

spellbinding Teofilo and Gruta waterfalls, and
the mystical Trout's well.  Don't forget to

venture behind the waterfall and witness the
cascading waters from a different

perspective.  This circular hike is a true gem,
a chance to immerse yourself in the natural

beauty of São Miguel Island's north coast and
create memories to cherish for a lifetime.

MOINHO DO FÉLIXSERRA DEVASSA 
& GROTA DO INFERNO

Embark on a full day hike to the hidden jewels
of the Sete Cidades volcanic complex, where

aqueducts, waterfalls, and lagoons await your
discovery. This road less traveled grants a

respite from the hustle and bustle of mundane
existence. As you hike this amazing route,

prepare to be spellbound by the breathtaking
vistas - a tapestry of crystalline lagoons
mirroring the skies and verdant foliage,

conjuring an otherworldly panorama. The trail's
ascent leads to lofty peaks, where the ocean's

grandeur merges with the grace of soaring
seagulls and majestic black hawks, painting

the skies with their movements, and
heightening the mystical ambiance.

Get ready to lace up your hiking boots and
embark on a full day journey to paradise! The

epic trail kicks off at Faial da Terra, then
meanders through the abandoned village of
Sanguinho and finally leads you to the Salto

do Prego waterfall. After cooling off with a
refreshing swim, the adventure continues by
van to Nordeste's coastline where you'll be
blown away by the breathtaking views at

Ponta do Sossego and Vista dos Barcos. Don't
forget your camera, because the landscapes

are a photographer's dream! The region is
bursting with stunning flora! Finally you will

visit the Park of Ribeira dos Caldeirões, a
nature park packed with waterfalls.

FAIAL DA TERRA &
VAN TOUR NORDESTE

Visit the lake born from fire, for a full day hike,
here you can take a leisurely stroll along the

seemingly untouched trails that pass by
ancient plant ruins, convents, natural

swimming pools, and charming beaches. To
add to the experience, enjoy a delicious
picnic by the lagoon, surrounded by the

fertile flora and fauna that emerged from the
ashes of a volcanic crater. It's like being

transported to a paradise lost.

A half-day journey through the lush
vegetation around sulphurous waters

heated by the land and frigid springs with
waterfalls, iron bridges, and hidden spaces
that offer a luxurious and incredible view.
The experience includes a visit to the first

electrical plants of the island dating back to
the 19th century and clear pools where one

can cleanse both mind and body. 

The Sete Cidades volcanic complex contains
beautiful lagoons and lush vegetation that

create a stunning landscape. Walking
through it reveals the mutual nourishment
between the watercourses and endemic
vegetation. The legend of a submerged

kingdom adds to the enchanting
atmosphere and you make your way round

this wonder of Sao Miguel.

TUES & SUN THURSDAYS FRIDAYS

LAGOA DO FOGO SALTO DO CABRITO 
3.5 HRS

SERRA DEVASSA 
3.5 HRS


